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Abstract. This paper mainly studies the retailer’s reorder quantity and the profits of 
retailer, supplier and entire supply chain with inventory financing under incomplete 
information based on entropy. First we establish a inventory financing model to derive 
the reorder quantity of retailer under centralized supply chain and decentralized supply 
chain respectively. Then introduce the maximum entropy method to predict the market 
demand distribution. Fianlly, the results of our experiment indicate that information value 
can be higher when the market demand fluctuates severely and the best reorder quantity 
decision  for retailer should be considered from entire supply chain except the fluncation 
of demand is big under incomplete information, while the retailer’s decentralized 
decision under incomplete infromation will lead the entire supply chian to the worst 
profit. 
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1.  Introduction 
In recent years, with the raipd development of China’s economy, small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) has been growing at over 8% between 2011-2012.In China, 
commercial banks are the dominant channel for providing funds to enterprises. However 
the lack of risk manangement for banks make the SMEs hard to get loans. Inventory 
financing has appeared as a mainly business models of supply chain finance, uses 
inventory as a pledge to solve the risk of credit. The pledges in china are mainly the 
inventories which are traded on the market such as products and half-finished products. 
In China, invetory financing is not only an extended business of modern logistics but also 
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a method help SMEs to solve the financing problem.  
The domestic and overseas researchers have made many explorations on inventory 

financing. Buzacott and Zhang (2004) discuss how the selection of the interest rate and 
the loan-to-value ratios influence the enterprise’s profit with the asset-based financing. 
Dada and Hu (2008) analyze a capital-constrained News vendor model. They use a 
Stackelberg game to solve the optimal quantity for joint profits of the bank and supplier. 
Chang et al.(2010) study the supply chain coordination by combining the contracts and 
trade credit from the cost of inventory finaning, they also show that the optimal trade 
credit level of the maximum profit of both supplier and supply chain. Li et al.(2011) 
introduce corporate and debt method to inventory financing and find that downside risk 
averse banks should set loan-to-value ratios according to the reodering plan of retailer. He 
et al.(2012) establish a model with the formula AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)-GED to forecaste the 
VaR of steel and get the loan-to-value ratios according to the risk exposure of banks.Bai 
et al. (2013) verify the coordination effect of the buy-back contract by comparing the 
supply chain profit under three cases and get the perfect coordination conditions. 

However, all of the above papers assumed complete information and the retailer 
make his reorder quantity based on his own profit maximized. In fact, such assumption 
may not be applicable in practice because the probability information of the underlying 
uncertainties is almost availabe in real word environments. For example, some product 
has a short life cycle, such as consumer electronics, fashion apparel, or other deteriorating 
items, we would not get the full of information about the product. Maybe the profit of 
retailer would be better if the retailer consider his reorder quantity from entire supply 
chain. This paper aims to study the inventory financing with centralized decision under 
incomplete information. Then we  find the value of decision by comparing different 
decision under the same information environment and the value of information can be 
revealed  by comparing the same dicision under the different information environment. 

In many cases, the retailer has incomplete information on market demand and 
demand distribution is not easy to access. In this situations, the retailer wishes to avoid 
the bad results, especially when the profits are negative. There are many literatures on 
incomplete information. Two rules are mainly discussed when only limited information is 
known: Scarf’s rule and minimax regret. Scarf (1958) first discuss the newsboy problem 
under incomplete information and deduce an expression for optimal ordering rule which 
maximizes the expected profit against the worst-case scenarios. Gallego et al. (1993) 
prove the optimality of Scarf’s rule and put shortage penalty cost into their model. The 
disadvantage of Scarf’s rule is the retailer has to loss his profit when the bad results 
happened with small probabilities, this maybe irrational from a practical perspective. Yue 
et al. (2006) define the expected value of distribution information which can be used as a 
measurement for the distribution free decision. Perakis and Roels (2010) consider how to 
allocate the capacity with the maximin and minimax regret decision criteria under 
uncertainty situation.  

To the best of our knowledge, there are few papers estimate the demand with 
maximum entropy method. Lim and Shanthikumar (2007) show that we can measure 
uncertainty in the demand rate with relative entropy when considering dynamic revenue 
problem. Ding (2010) applies the maximum entropy to inventory control and solves the 
inventory coordination problem of single- period products under incomplete information. 
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Lastly, Jonas et al. (2013) make a deep contribution to maximum entropy method which 
has been used to newsvendor problem with partial information. The result shows that the 
maximum entropy method is considerably better than minimax regret and Scarf’s rule in 
most cases.                                    

In this paper, to best describe the practical inventory financing situation, we estimate 
the market demand based on the maximum entropy method. In addition, we compare two 
different supply chain decisions to fit more complex situations. The remainder of our 
paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the process of inventory 
financing with given notation and assumptions used throughout this paper. In Section 3, 
Firstly we obtain the distribution with the maximum entropy method when only knows 
the mean and standard deviation of demand. Then solve the reorder quantity and the 
profits of retailer, supplier and entire supply chain in four cases: centralized supply chain 
and decentralized supply chain under complete information, centralized supply chain and 
decentralized supply chain under incomplete information. After presenting the 
computational experiments and results in Section 4, we close with some conclusions. 
 
2. The models and assumptions 
Consider the supply chain consisting of two risk-neutral agents, a supplier and a retailer. 
The cost of product is c  per unit, the supplier charges the retailer a wholesale price 

( )b c> unit purchased. We assume that the retail price( )p b> is given. The demand of 
market is a random variableD with meanµ and standard deviationσ , Define ( )f x as the 
probability density function and ( )F x as the cumulative distribution function ofD . At the 

beginning of the selling period, the retailer pledges the initial inventory 0q to the third-
party logistics enterprise and gets trade-credit, then borrows additional capital 

0pqω ( ω represents loan-to-value ratios) with loan interest rateR from bank and reorders 
quantityq . It is not difficult to draw out 0pq bqω = .At the end of the selling period, the 

retailer should pay back the loan with interest 0
TRpq eω , T is the length of loan cycle in 

months. The salvage value of left over inventory is 'c per unit. Without loss of generality, 
we assume 'c c< to rule out some trivial cases. 

Next, the following assumptions are made to establish the inventory financing model. 
1. The retailer has a good reputation so that he pays off all loans with interest at the 

end of selling period.  
2. Unit stock holding cost is included in the loan interest rate. 
3. Shortages are not allowed. 
4. The third-part logistics enterprise has been excluded from the supply chain. 

 
2.1. Inventory financing under complete information 
First we present inventory financing model under complete information by each member 
of supply chain know the demand function. Now we let 0min( , )E q q D+ be expected sales 
of the retailer, 

0

0
0 00

min( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )
q q

q q
E q q D xf x dx q q f x dx
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+ = + +∫ ∫
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Let 0[( ) ]E q q D ++ − be the expected left over inventory, 
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The retailer’s profit function is  
'

0 0 0 0min( , ) ( ) TR
r pE q q D c E q q x bq wpq eπ = + + + − − −

'
0 0 0min( , ) ( ) TRpE q q D c E q q x bq bqe= + + + − − −  

0'
0 0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .
q qTRp b q p be q p c F x dx

+
= − + − − − ∫                                                                  

(3) 

     The supplier’s profit function is  

0( )( ).s b c q qπ = − +                                                                                                              (4) 

     And the supply chain’s profit function is 

0=( ) ( )TR
t r s p c q p be b c qπ π π= + − + − + − 0'

0
( ) ( ) .

q q
p c F x dx

+
− − ∫                        (5) 

Consider the problem of the centralized decision making under inventory financing. 
By Eq. (5), we have 

'
0( ) ( ).TRtd

p be b c p c F q q
dq

π
= − + − − − +

       
                                                                  (6) 

2
'

02
( ) ( ) 0.td
p c f q q

dq

π
= − − + <

                                                                                        
(7) 

According to Eq. (7), the supply chain’s profit is a strictly concave function, so the 

retailer’s optimal reorder quantity 0q is the only one solution satisfies the situation: 

0.td

dq

π
=  

i.e., 

0 1
0'

( 1)
( ) .

TRp b e c
q F q

p c
− − − −= −

−                        
                       (8) 

In a similar way, the retailer’s optimal reorder quantity *q under decentralized supply 
chain satisfies the solution: 

0.rd

dq

π
=  

i.e., 

* 1
0'

( ) .
TRp be

q F q
p c

− −= −
−                                                                                  

 (9) 

Comparing Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), it is not difficult to find that * 0q q< .Furthermore, 
* 0( ) ( )t tq qπ π<  because tπ is an increasing function of q .That is, the retailer’s optimal 

reorder quantity of the decentralized supply chain is lower than the centralized supply 
chain , and also induces the decreasing of supply chain’s profit. 

 
2.2. Maximum entropy method for demand distribution  
In the model of incomplete information each member of supply chain may not know the 
real demand distribution. We assume that the mean and standard deviation of the demand 
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can be gained by a sequence of observation, and use this incomplete information to 
estimate the most probable distribution with maximum entropy. The optimal distribution 
can be derived from the following problem: 

0
max ( ) ln ( )H f x f x dx

+∞
= −∫                                                                    

 (10) 
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∫

∫

∫
                                                                       

(11a, b, c) 

The objective function maximizes the entropy over all distributions with given 
constraints. Constraint (Eq. (11a)) is the necessary condition for probability density 
function of nonnegative random variable. Constraint (Eq. (11b)) is average value 
constraint, and Constraint (Eq. (11c)) is variance constraints. According to the maximum 
entropy method, we can find out the most probable distribution by making the value of 
entropy reaches the maximum. To seek the maximum entropy is actually to solve the 
nonlinear programming problem. Multipliers 'α 、 'β  and 'γ  are introduced to the 
constraints in Eq.(11), then the Lagrange function is constructed: 

' ' ' 2( ) ln ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).L f x f x f x xf x r x f xα β µ= − + + + −                        (12) 

That  0
( )

L

f x

∂ =
∂

 yield 
' ' ' 2( ) exp[ 1 ( ) ].f x x xα β γ µ= − + + −                                                    (13) 

Let 
' ' 2

' '

'

1

2

α α γ µ
β β γ µ
γ γ

 = − +


= −
 =                                                

 

(14a, b, c) 

 

Thus Eq. (13) becomes: 
2( ) exp[ ].f x x xα β γ= + +                                                                                   (15) 

 
3. Numerical study 
In this section, we provide some numerical examples to illustrate several theoretical 
results as well as to gain an understanding as to whether the inventory financing model is 
sensitive to the decision and information. First we use Matlab software to solve the 
demand distribution with maximum entropy under incomplete information. Then solve 
the retailer’s reorder quantity, the profits of the retailer, the supplier and the supply chain 
in four cases: retailer’s centralized decision under complete information, decentralized 
decision under complete information, centralized decision under incomplete information 
and decentralized decision under incomplete information. Last some comparisons are 
made to reveal the value of decision and information. 

Suppose that 40p = per unit, 20c = per unit, 35b = per unit, 0 1000q = units, 
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1 / 2T = year, 5%R = /year and ' 10c = .The market demand under complete information 
follows a normal distribution with mean 3000µ =  and standard 
deviation {300,600,900,1200,1500}σ ∈ .We can use the standard version of MatLab 
R2010b to solve (15) and getα , β and γ  when we put µ  and  σ into the program. Then 
the demand distribution ( )f x with maximum entropy under incomplete information can 
be obtained. The results are shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: The distribution under incomplete information,3000µ =  

σ  ( )f x  

300 2exp(-23.6456 0.0111 0.0000018676 )x x+ −  

600 2exp(-15.5880+0.0054 0.000000909 )x x−  

900 2exp(-11.7402 0.0025 0.0000004131 )x x+ −  
1200 2exp(-9.7762 0.0008 0.000000113 )x x+ −  

1500 6 8 2exp(-8.9917 4.2414 10 4.7424 10 )x x− −+ × + ×  

According to these parameters, Eqs.(8) and (9) can be simplified  to: 
0 1(0.6371) 1000q F −= −   and 
* 1 (0.1371) 1000q F −= − , we can obtain the retailer’s reorder quantity 0

cq  with centralized 

decision and *
cq  with decentralized decision under normal distribution. It is not difficult 

to calculate the retailer’s profit ( ),r qπ the supplier’s profit s qπ（ ）and entire supply chain’s 
profit t qπ（ ） under complete information. The results have shown in the following Table 2 
and Table 3 respectively. 
 

 Table 2: Centralized decision under complete information, 3000µ =  

σ  0
cq  0

r cqπ（ ） 0
s cqπ（ ） 0

t cqπ（ ） 

300 2105.24 54851.75 46578.60 101430.18 

600 2210.48 51475.54 48157.20 99632.56 
900 2316.75 48102.35 49751.25 97853.41 
1200 2440.88 44793.41 51613.20 96406.42 
1500 2618.20 41697.48 54273.00 95970.27 

 
Table 3: Decentralized decision under complete information, 3000µ =  

σ  *
cq  *

r cqπ（ ） *
s cqπ（ ） *

t cqπ（ ） 

300 1672.01 51332.97 40080.15 91412.98 

600 1344.02 44437.97 35160.30 79598.16 
900 1017.79 37572.39 30266.85 67839.16 
1200 721.49 31218.78 25822.35 57041.07 
1500 507.59 26298.69 22613.85 48912.49 
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Table 2 shows that retailer’s optimal reorder quantity 0
cq  and the supplier’s profit 

0
s cqπ（ ） with centralized decision increase with the fluctuation of demandσ . While the 

retailer’s profit 0
r cqπ（ ）and entire supply chain’s profit 

0
t cqπ（ ） is reduced. Table 3 shows 

that retailer’s optimal reorder quantity *
cq  and the profits of the retailer, the supplier and 

entire supply chain all decrease withσ . Comparing Table 2 and Table 3, we see that at 
the same fluctuating level, the optimal reorder quantity and profits with centralized 
decision is higher than decentralized decision. The results in Table 3 varied more severely 
than Table 2, so the value of decision can be embodied well under complete information. 

We substitute the demand distribution which gets by the maximum entropy 
method for normal distribution when we consider incomplete information. The next 
calculation is similar to complete information. The results are shown in Table 4 and Table 
5. 

Table 4: Centralized   decision   under   incomplete   information, 3000µ =  

σ  0
Iq  0

r Iqπ（ ） 0
s Iqπ（ ） 0

t Iqπ（ ） 

300 2139.97 52448.83 47099.55 99548.20 
600 2286.44 47776.15 49296.60 97072.56 
900 2488.79 45273.38 52331.85 97605.03 
1200 2871.44 52360.21 58074.60 110431.88 
1500 2895.92 -16223.99 58438.80 42214.58 

 
Table 5: Decentralized decision under incomplete information, 3000µ =  

σ  *
Iq  *

r Iqπ（ ） *
s Iqπ（ ） *

t Iqπ（ ） 

300 1401.11 46260.01 36016.65 82276.55 
600 1178.94 39572.26 32684.10 72256.26 
900 862.15 33168.75 27932.25 61100.93 
1200 384.96 32280.18 20774.40 53054.55 
1500 79.26 2948.11 16188.90 19137.00 

 
Table 4 demonstrates that retailer’s optimal reorder quantity 0

Iq and supplier’s profit 
0

s Iqπ（ ） increase with the fluctuation of demandσ . While the retailer’s profit 0
r Iqπ（ ）are 

decreasing in general except σ reaches 1200 and it gets the negative profit when the 
point at which =1500σ . The profit of supply chain is more complicated, it depends on the 
profits of retailer and supplier, particularly retailer. From Table 5, we can find that if the 
retailer made the decision simply consider his own profit maximized under incomplete 
information, the retailer’s optimal reorder quantity *

Iq , retailer’s profit *
r Iqπ（ ）, supplier’s 

profit *
s Iqπ（ ） and supply chain’s profit *

t Iqπ（ ） are all reduced with increasing of the 

fluctuation of demandσ . Comparing Table 4 and Table 5, we see that at the same 
fluctuating level, the optimal reorder quantity, the profits of supplier and entire supply 
chain with centralized decision is higher than decentralized. The retailer’s profit with 
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centralized decision is higher than decentralized decision except 1500σ = , which 
means that the retailer should make decentralized decision when the fluctuation is bigger 
under incomplete information, but this may lead entire supply chain to worst profit. 

In order to reveal the value of decision and the value of information, we introduce 
some indicators: the degree of the decision effect the reorder quantity under complete 
informationDVCQ and the degree of the decision effect the reorder quantity under 
incomplete informationDVIQ . 

0 * 0/c c cDVCQ q q q= −  
0 * 0/I I IDVIQ q q q= −  

 
Similarly, we can defineDVCR , DVIR  for retailer’s profit, DVCS , DVIS  for 

supplier’s profit, andDVCW , DVIW for entire supply chain’s profit when the retailer 
make different decisions under  the same information  scenarios. 

 
0 0 0/c I cIVCQ q q q= −  
* * */c I cIVDQ q q q= −

 
Similarly, we can defineIVCR  , IVDR  for retailer’s profit, IVCS , IVDS for 

supplier’s profit, andIVCW ,  IVDW  for entire supply chain’s profit when the retailer 
make the same decision under different information scenarios. 

 

Table 6: The value of decision 
 

σ  

The reorder quantity  Retailer’s profit Supplier’s  profit Supply chain’s profit 

DVCQ  DVIQ  DVCR  DVIR  DVCS  DVIS  DVCW  DVIW  

300 20.58% 34.53% 6.42% 11.80% 13.95% 23.53% 9.88% 17.35% 

600 39.20% 48.44% 13.67% 17.17% 26.99% 33.70% 20.11% 25.56% 

900 56.07% 65.36% 37.08% 26.74% 39.16% 46.62% 30.67% 37.40% 

1200 70.44% 86.40% 42.35% 38.41% 49.97% 64.08% 40.83% 51.91% 

1500 80.61% 97.26% 45.77% 118.17%* 58.33% 72.30% 49.03% 54.67% 

 
 *The retailer’ profit is negative when the decision is centralized under incomplete 
information with 1500σ =  
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Table 7: The value of information 

 

σ  

The reorder quantity  Retailer’s profit Supplier’s  profit Supply chain’s profit 

IVCQ  IVDQ  IVCR  IVDR  IVCS  IVDS  IVCW  IVDW  

300 1.65% 16.20% 4.38% 9.88% 1.12% 10.14% 1.86% 9.99% 

600 3.44% 12.28% 7.19% 10.95% 2.37% 7.04% 2.57% 9.22% 

900 7.43% 15.29% 5.88% 11.72% 5.19% 7.71% 0.25% 9.93% 

1200 17.64% 46.64% 16.89% 3.40% 12.52% 19.55% 14.55% 6.99% 

1500 10.61% 84.39% 138.91%* 88.79% 8.29% 28.41% 56.01% 60.88% 

 
*The retailer’ profit is negative when the decision is centralized under incomplete 
information with 1500σ =  
 

From Table 6, we can find that the reorder quantity, supplier’s profit and supply chain’s 
profit under incomplete information are highly sensitive on the decision of retailer, the 
bigger the fluctuation of demand is, the more valuable the information is. While the value 
of decision influence the retailer’s profit under complete information is bigger than that 
under incomplete information when σ  reaches 900 or 1200.  

 
    Table 7 presents the comparisons between complete information and incomplete 
information when the retailer made the same decision. The reorder quantity and 
supplier’s profit are highly sensitive on the information when retailer made decentralized 
decision. The value of information for retailer’s profit under decentralized decision is 
higher than centralized decision whenσ is small, However, the result is opposed 
whenσ exceed 1500. The profit of entire supply chain is highly sensitive on information 
under decentralized decision except=1200σ and the difference between the two decisions 
would be small whenσ is big. 
 
4. Conclusions  
Most of existing inventory financing models are assumed that the demand function are 
known and the decision of retailer’s reorder quantity just consider one side, such as make 
the retailer’s profit or supplier’s profit maximized. In this paper, we develop the inventory 
financing model under incomplete information with two cases: centralized supply chain 
and decentralized supply chain. Firstly, we establish a mathematical model of inventory 
financing with incomplete information then, solve the optimal reorder quantity under the 
two cases. In addition, we have introduce the maximum entropy method to estimate the 
demand distribution when only know the mean and the standard deviation of the demand. 
Finally, some numerical examples are given to illustrate the theoretical results. Some 
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relevant managerial insights can be obtained as follows: (1) Retailer should consider his 
reorder quantity under centralized supply chain no matter whether the information is 
complete or not. (2) Higher value of information can be happened when the market 
demand varied severely. (3) The value of information should not just consider the 
decision which made by retailer, it also should consider the fluctuation of market demand.  

The research conclusions have certain realistic significance to supply chain members, 
while there are some limitations in the paper. For example, it doesn’t consider the third 
part logistics enterprise who is also the member of supply chain. His behavior, such as 
cheated the supplier with retailer, maybe effect the supply chain profit, which is the next 
research direction to make the model more practical. 
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